Worker-Run Benefits

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?

Government administration of public benefits like unemployment insurance is bureaucratic, ineffective, and unaccountable.

Employer-sponsored benefits such as health insurance can lock workers into jobs, reducing their mobility and ability to negotiate wages.

With benefits all managed by employers and the state, workers find few reasons to participate in labor organizations.

EVERYTHING IS DONE BY SOMEONE ELSE

Workers in the modern labor market have a common interest in the security and flexibility of basic supports.

They depend on benefits and services from unemployment benefits to health insurance to training to navigate inevitable market frictions and increase their market value and thus their wages.

Americans take for granted that some combination of government programs and employers must provide these supports. But this system works poorly, and benefit providers have little direct accountability to recipients.

It gives workers few or no choices in where to turn and locks them into their jobs. And it deprives them of the responsibility and opportunity to build institutions of their own.

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?

Policymakers should implement an American version of the Ghent system, a successful European model that gives workers the option of forming organizations to manage their benefits.

Federal legislation should:

1. Remove the National Labor Relations Act’s prohibition on non-union employer–worker collaboration
2. Permit workers to form worker organizations focused on benefits provision and controlled by dues-paying members
3. Allow these organizations to administer benefits with contributions from public benefit programs, private employers, and members
4. Prohibit these worker organizations from spending money on political activities

HELPING WORKERS HELP THEMSELVES

When asked what activities are most important for a labor organization to perform, American workers rank benefits provision nearly as high as collective bargaining and far above political activism. By a 3 to 1 margin, workers favor a tradeoff in which worker organizations can manage benefits with public and private money but cannot spend on politics.

The Ghent system improves benefits provision because it’s more accountable than either government or employers. When worker organizations don’t do their job, members can fire leadership or join a different one.
**FREQUENTLY RAISED OBJECTIONS**

"This would use taxpayer money to expand the power of left-wing activist unions"
Only worker organizations that disavow political spending could receive public funds to manage. This would promote the growth of worker organizations focused on their members’ interests rather than national politics, while doing nothing to promote partisan activism.

"This is an expansion of the welfare state"
A Ghent system would create no new entitlement programs or increases in public spending. These private organizations would administer the same benefits provided today by the government or employers and any new ones would be funded by their members. Worker organizations save money and improve service quality by competing in a free market.

"They will mismanage their budget and therefore taxpayer funds"
Worker organizations manage funds better than governments because they are accountable to their members. They must also be subject to rigorous public standards. Those that abuse their members’ trust will not only lose membership to competing, more trustworthy worker organizations, but face legal consequences.

**FURTHER READING**

A policy essay outlining the benefits of worker organizations managing worker benefits and training.

An overview of how the Ghent system operates in Europe.

A survey that shows workers’ support for innovative labor policy including this proposal.

An alternate policy proposal for an American version of the Ghent system that emphasizes portable benefits.

**KEY FACTS**

61% share of full-time private sector workers who support letting worker organizations manage benefits but not spend on politics¹

9M Total unemployed who did not receive unemployment benefits during the pandemic²

23% Increased probability that a union member receives unemployment benefits, compared to a non-union worker³

27% Share of unemployed Americans that received unemployment insurance (2019)⁴

85% Percent of unemployed workers in Ghent countries that received unemployment insurance (2005)⁵
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